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Abstract
Time Series Classification (TSC) has been an important and
challenging task in data mining, especially on multivariate
time series and multi-view time series data sets. Meanwhile,
transfer learning has been widely applied in computer vi-
sion and natural language processing applications to improve
deep neural networks generalization capabilities. However,
very few previous works applied transfer learning framework
to time series mining problems. Particularly, the technique
of measuring similarities between source domain and target
domain based on dynamic representation such as density
estimation with importance sampling has never been com-
bined with transfer learning framework. In this paper, we
first proposed a general adaptive transfer learning framework
for multi-view time series data, which shows strong abil-
ity in storing inter-view importance value in the process of
knowledge transfer. Next, we represented inter-view impor-
tance through some time series similarity measurements and
approximated the posterior distribution in latent space for
the importance sampling via density estimation techniques.
We then computed the matrix norm of sampled importance
value, which controls the degree of knowledge transfer in
pre-training process. We further evaluated our work, ap-
plied it to many other time series classification tasks, and
observed that our architecture maintained desirable gener-
alization ability. Finally, we concluded that our framework
could be adapted with deep learning techniques to receive
significant model performance improvements.
1 Introduction
Over the past few decades, with the ever-accelerated
development of machine learning and deep learning,
many previous bottleneck problems in finance, health-
care, media, and other application fields could be trans-
formed into time series classification (TSC) problems
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and then be solved with the help of advanced deep
learning tools, such disease diagnosis from time series
of physiological parameters, classifying heart arrhyth-
mias from ECG signals [1], and human activity recogni-
tion [2]. Among them, Deep Neural Networks (DNNs)
such as Long Short Term Memory Recurrent Neural
Networks (LSTM-RNNs) [3] and 1-dimensional convo-
lution neural networks (CNNs) [4, 5, 6] have achieved
state-of-the-art results. However, under circumstances
where access to a large labeled training data set is not
available, which is always the case with time series data,
these fancy DNNs overfit terribly [7, 8]. For example,
even though Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs)
could have achieved impressive model performance fig-
ures when combined with the Dynamic Time Warping
(DTW) algorithm (1NN-DTW)[9], it suffers from the
problem of over-fitting once applied in the Time Se-
ries Classification (TSC) tasks, and this would become
worse when there are not enough samples or when pat-
terns of the data are time-variant [10]. In short, due
to the difficulty in collecting and annotating time-series
data, DNNs could hardly be applied to small-scale time
series data sets [11].
Therefore, studies that focus on solving time se-
ries classification (TSC) with other techniques have
appeared in the past decade. Although many met-
rics are proposed in the previous works (e.g., Dynamic
Time Wrapping (DTW) [12], edit distance [13], elastic
distance[14], they concentrate only on single-view [15] or
univariate time series (u.t.s.) classification tasks [16, 17]
instead of those on multi-view time series. Moreover,
since these traditional methods largely count on tremen-
dous sample size and labels, they tend to receive poor
performance especially in model efficiency and accuracy.
Thanks to the increasing number of various sensors,
information of the same object could be collected from
multiple perspectives. Such mutually enriched and sup-
ported information could largely help machine learning
tasks by offering higher quality, more diverse informa-
tion, and thus increase model performance[18]. Com-
pared with traditional single-view methods, multi-view
learning yields better results and has received an in-
creasing amount of attention over the past few years
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[19, 20]. Recent popular multi-view learning methods
include collaborative training, multi-core learning and
subspace learning [19]. Hence, if applicable, multi-view
data are usually preferred over single-view data. How-
ever, in Time Series Classification (TSC) tasks, either
existing methods for time series data classification only
focus on single-view data and the benefits of mutual-
support multiple views are not taken into account, or
existing multi-view learning methods cannot be appro-
priately applied to multi-view time series, because many
of the unique properties of multi-view time series are ig-
nored.
On the other hand, transfer learning received quite
an amount of research attention recently. It is a
research problem that focuses on storing knowledge
gained while solving one problem and applying it to a
different but related problem. In other words, transfer
learning methods could learn from a source task which
has enough labeled data collections [21]. The method
yields rather satisfying model performance when used
in computer vision, [22], [23], social media analytics
[24][25], anomaly detection [26]. However, not so
much work has examined its performance in time-series
classification problems.
In light of all these challenges, we proposed a novel
approach to deal with classification tasks on multi-view
time series data sets through transfer learning. Overall,
our contributions are as follows:
• We proposed a dynamic inter-view importance
measurement to capture the correlation based on
different views more robustly, which can enhance
interpretability when combined with knowledge
transfer.
• We combined cutting-edge density estimation tech-
niques with classical univariate and multivariate
time series distance measurements. Density esti-
mation tools are used to approximate the posterior
distribution based on similarity features captured
by time series distance algorithms.
• We proposed a concept of adaptive transfer degree
based on multi-view time series data, which will be
sampled from approximated posterior distribution.
During the training process in source domains and
views, the proposed transfer degree can control the
degree of knowledge transfer.
• We validated our framework’s performance on some
widely used time series classification models and
experimented results on several open data sets to
show that our proposed method truly generalizes,
and could significantly improve the classification
accuracy.
2 Related Work
Since deep learning models exhibited impressive perfor-
mance in many application fields during past decades,
it has been applied to the TSC problems. A three lay-
ers fully connected Convolutional Neural Network with
an average pooling layer designed for time-series classi-
fication has been introduced in [10]. Fawaz et al. [3]
proposed new data augmentation techniques in order to
avoid overfitting. In [27], the authors modified the cost
function to enable the FCN model to be more sensitive
with skewed time series data sets. In forecasting time
series of spatial process, a dynamical spatio-temporal
model was proposed in [28]. For limited time series data
sets, like Electronic Health Records (EHRs) sequential
data, Che et al. [29] recently trained a generative ad-
versarial network with CNN to generate satisfactory risk
prediction. Despite all these applications of deep learn-
ing in time series data sets across various domain fields,
obstacles to further apply DNNs to other data resources
still exist. After all, the fundamental challenge is still
the availability of big data across different domains [30].
On the other hand, transfer learning becomes
heated research topic these days, and has also been ap-
plied to time series data mining tasks. In this case, a
model is simultaneously learned both on the source and
the target domains to minimize effects of cross-domain
discrepancy within the learned model [31, 32]
In [33], in time series anomaly detection, the au-
thors proposed a transfer learning approach with a 1-
NN DTW classifier to select time series transferred from
the source to the target data set.
Apart from time series classification tasks, transfer
learning method was found in time series forecasting[34],
where the authors utilized a model trained on the
historical wind-speed data of an old farm to predict
wind speed in another farm. Also, similar techniques
appeared in time series recognition tasks: a model was
trained under similar conditions for acoustic phoneme
recognition before it was applied to post-traumatic
stress disorder diagnosis [35].
Meanwhile, time series itself has been redefined, as
sensor development enables improvements in model per-
formance by taking into consideration multi-view time
series data sets, which have received wide attention
across many application domains during recent years.
Because of their nice property that each of those multi-
ple views provides support to each other and thus could
enrich information on the object, it has been applied
to many machine learning problems, such as clustering
[36, 37], classification [38, 39] on deep multi-view repre-
sentation learning.
To address these issues, several traditional classi-
fiers developed for other fields have been modified to
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Figure 1: Framework of Adaptive Transfer Learning for Multi-View Time Series Classification
m.t.s. classification, such as SVM [40], recurrent prob-
abilistic neural network [41], convolutional nonlinear
component analysis[42].
3 Problem Definition
In this section, we presented formal definitions for time
series classification problem and multi-view time series
classification problem. Let’s start with the simplest
definition of univariate time series.
Definition 3.1. A univariate time series X =
[x1, x2, . . . , xT ] is an ordered set of real values. The
length of X is equal to the number of real values T.
We then define the multivariate time series.
Definition 3.2. A multivariate time series X =
[x1, · · · , xm] ∈ Rd×m is an ordered sequence of d -
dimensional vectors, in which xiis the observation at
the i-th timestamp, and m is the length of time series.
Since the increasing number of various sensors,
information of the same object could be collected from
multiple perspectives. Here, we give a formal definition
of multi-view multivariate time series.
Definition 3.3. Multi-View Multivariate Time Series
(m.t.s.). A multi-view m.t.s X = {X(v)} , v =
1, · · · , V is a set of time series data collected from multi-
ple views, where X(v) ∈ Rdv×mv denotes the time series
observed in the v -th view, dv is the number of measure-
ments of time series, mv is the length of time series,
and V is the total number of views.
Next we introduce the formal definition of Transfer
Learning Based Multi-View Multivariate Time Series
Classification.
Definition 3.4. Transfer Learning Based Multi-View
Multivariate Time Series Classification. Let X˜ =
{Xi,v|i = 1, · · · , N, v = 1, · · · , V } denote a set of multi-
view m.t.s., where N is the number of m.t.s in each
view, and C = {C1, · · · , Cc} denote a set of class la-
bels shared by V views. Specifically, we define the last
view V is the target view and views from 1, · · · , N −
1 all can be considered as source views. The task
of transfer learning based multi-view m.t.s. classifi-
cation is first to learn a classier from source views
Xˆ \ {Xi,V |i = 1, · · · , N} , and then transfer the learned
knowledge and features (the netwrok’s weights) to the
target view {Xi,V |i = 1, · · · , N} and task.
For any set X = {X(1), . . . , X(J)} , we denote set
X with- out the j -th element as X\{X(j)}
After reviewing all definitions above, it is natural to
come up with the intuition that the framework of multi-
view multivariate TSC may consist pieces of solutions
to both multivariate TSC and univariate TSC tasks.
Here we introduce another that we would applied in the
following section.
The technique of Importance Sampling (IS) can be
used to improve the sampling efficiency. The basic
idea of the importance sampling is quite straightfor-
ward: instead of sampling from the nominal distribu-
tion, we draw samples from an alternative distribution
from which an appropriate weight is assigned to each
sample. Most recent works focus on its application on
stochastic gradient descent. Now we apply this perspec-
tive to different views, we construct a dynamic inter-
view importance metric to measure each source view’s
importance contributing to target view.
Definition 3.5. Dynamic Inter-View Importance
Score I is a kind of metric that indicates view A’s
importance to view B via sampled from the alternative
distribution Q (for this task this is the approximated
posterior distribution of density in latent space)
The notion of dynamic inter-view importance is
similar to view-level similarity, to some degree, but with
more uncertainty.
4 Adaptive Transfer Learning of Multi-View
Time Series Classification
In this section we presented our novel approach. We
first gave a brief introduction of our framework and then
elaborated it in details later.
Since inter-view importance is hard to define on
multi-view time series datasets, we proposed this dy-
namic measurement, which is constructed by the follow-
ing steps. First we compute similarities between corre-
sponding multivariate time series in different views. Af-
ter carrying out the all the pairwise similarities, we put
those similarities into a latent space and apply density
estimation methods such as kernel density estimation or
normalizing flow to approximate the posterior similar-
ity distributions. Then, we look at it from a perspective
of importance sampling, where this sampled value from
inter-view importance approximated posterior distribu-
tion could be viewed as importance value for the target
view, which would control the knowledge transfer degree
of each source view in the pre-training process.
4.1 Computation of Inter-View Importance
Value To implement transfer learning on multi-view
time series data, we need to capture inter-view im-
portance. In this part, we list various measure-
ments. Among them, we chose Dynamic Time Wrap-
ping (DTW) and Bag of SFA Symbols (BOSS) to cali-
brate the inter-view importance, as these two measure
show great performance in univariate time series cases.
We speculate the performance to be consistent.
Complete procedures to carry out inter-view impor-
tance value are as follows.
Let S be the source view S = {Xi,S |i = 1, · · · , N} ,
and target view be T = {Xi,T |i = 1, · · · , N}. The order
from 1 to N in both source and target view corresponds
to each other. In other words, for the j − th term, we
have both views Xj,S and Xj,T .
Notice that Xj,S and Xj,T are multivariate time
series, therefore when calculating similarities we should
decompose multivariate time series Xj,S and Xj,T into
univariate time series Xj,S = {Xk,j,S |k = 1, · · · ,K} and
Xj,T = {Xk,j,T |k = 1, · · · ,K} , where K denotes the
dimension of multivariate time series in both views.
We then compute the corresponding decomposed
pairwise univariate time series distance between set Xj,S
and Xj,T
(4.1) Sk,j = dist(Xk,j,S , Xk,j,T )
Here, we list several widely-used time series distance
measurements, but remember we chose Dynamic Time
Wrapping (DTW) and Bag of SFA Symbols (BOSS) for
in this paper.
• Dynamic Time Wrapping (DTW): could yield
better performance when the lengths differ. Dy-
namic time warping distance is given as
(4.2)
dDTW (XT ,YT ) = minr∈M (
∑
i=1,...,m
|Xai − Ybi |)
where M represents the set of all possible sequences
of m pairs. Under most circumstances, shaped-
based approaches give better results on small-scale
time series data sets with much less noises and
outliers.
• Bag of SFA Symbols (BOSS): BOSS uses win-
dows to form words over series. BOSS uses a trun-
cated Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) instead of
PAA[22] on each window, and the truncated series
is discretized through a technique called Multiple
Coefficient Binning (MCB). Then it windows each
series to form word distribution through the appli-
cation of DFT and discretization by MCB.
Every decomposed univariate time series distance
between source and target view is a good measure of
importance value, and all of these measurements are
later transformed to K dimensions, adjusted by length
of multivariate time series and the number of time series
views.
(4.3) Sj = (S1,j , · · · , SK,j)
We carry out all above pairwise distance S1 to SN ,
and put all values into this observation set S =
{S1, S2, · · · , SN} in latent space. Now, after mapping
all elements into a latent space κ, we are ready to con-
struct a approximated posterior distribution of impor-
tance values.
4.2 Density Estimation In this part, we approxi-
mated a posterior distribution Q(S) to describe the im-
portance relationships between source views and target
view. Below, we separately elaborated on how to deal
with high-dimensional and low-dimensional scenarios.
• In a high-dimensional scenario, a normalizing flow
model f is constructed as an invertible transfor-
mation which maps observed data points in la-
tent space S = {S1, S2, · · · , SN} by a standard
Gaussian latent variable h = F(S), as what is
like in non-linear Independent Component Analy-
sis. Stacking individual simple invertible transfor-
mations is the key idea in designing a flow model.
Explicitly, F is made up of a series of invertible
flow F = fL ◦ · · · ◦ f1, with each fi having a
tractable Jacobian determinant. This way, sam-
pling is efficient, as can be performed by computing
F−1 = f−11 ◦ · · · ◦ f−1l for S ∼ N (0, I). So is the
training process by maximum likelihood. Because
the model density is easy to compute and differen-
tiate with respect to the flows fi. [43]
(4.4)
logQ(S) = logN (F(S); 0, I) +
L∑
i=1
log
∣∣∣∣det ∂fi∂fi−1
∣∣∣∣
In computing the Jacobian determinant, we set a
threshold for adding stochastic perturbation  to
balance the computational complexity and preci-
sion, in case the matrices are singular. The trained
flow model can be considered as maximizing a pos-
terior estimation Q(S) for inter-view importance
value in latent space.
• In low-dimensional scenarios, kernel density esti-
mation is a good fit. The univariate kernel density
estimator for a continuous variable based on a sam-
ple {S1, . . . , SN} at the evaluation point y can be
expressed as
(4.5) Q(S) =
1
n
n∑
i=1
w (S − Si;h)
where w(·) is the kernel function, a symmetric
weightion, and h is the smoothing parameter or
bandwidth.
For multivariate kernel density estimation, let
{S1, S2, · · · , SN} be a sample of d-variate random
vectors drawn from a common distribution gener-
ated by density function . The kernel density esti-
mate is
(4.6) Q(S) =
1
n
n∑
i=1
KH (S− Si)
where H is the bandwidth (or smoothing), d · d
matrix which is symmetric and positive definite,
and KH, the kernel function, can be further written
with respect to S
(4.7) KH(S) = |H|−1/2K
(
H−1/2S
)
which is plainly a symmetric multivariate density.
For simplicity purposes, we directly choose the
standard multivariate normal kernel,
(4.8) KH(S) = (2pi)
−d/2|H|−1/2e− 12STH−1S
4.3 Importance Value Sampling and Matrix
Norm Computation After constructing a posterior
distribution, we could conduct importance value sam-
pling now. We start by sampling importance values
in mini-batches. Let S = {St1, St2, ..., Stm} denotes the
batch with size m, N (0, I) denotes the standard Gaus-
sian distribution, and we have
(4.9) S ∼ N (0, I)
Then, let S go through the trained normalizing flow
Q(S). If low-dimensional scenario, we draw m samples
from approximated kernel distribution. In this way, we
can acquire dynamic inter-view importance values in
new batches on approximated distribution. Put all the
sampled vectors into a matrix, we have
(4.10) StI.V. =
 S
t
1
...
Stm

If we unfold each Sti , we have
(4.11) StI.V. =
 S
t
1,1 · · · StK,1
...
. . .
...
St1,m · · · StK,m

Here we compute the norm per matrix. The elements
of these sample-composed matrices contain the informa-
tion of importance value in every dimension, which can
be accumulated and computed via matrix norm.
Then we compute the matrix norm of StI.V. by
(4.12) gt =
∥∥StI.V.∥∥
Algorithm 1 Adaptive Transfer Learning of Multi-
View Time Series Classification
1: for Each corresponding multivariate time series pair
Xj,S and Xj,T in source view XSand target view XT
do
2: Decompose Xj,S and Xj,T into
Xj,S = {Xk,j,S |k = 1, · · · ,K}
Xj,T = {Xk,j,T |k = 1, · · · ,K}
3: Compute univariate time series similarity by
Sk,j = dist(Xk,j,S , Xk,j,T )
4: Collect univariate similarity and update to latent
space
Sj = (S1,j , · · · , SK,j)
S = {S1, S2, · · · , SN}
5: end for
6: if S is High-dimensional then
7: Construct posterior distribution by maximizing
logQ(S) on {S1, · · · , SN}
8: end if
9: if S is Low-dimensional then
10: Construct posterior distribution by kernel density
estimation
Q(S) =
1
n
n∑
i=1
KH (S− Si)
11: end if
12: Draw m samples for N(0, I) then go through Q(S)
Si ∼ N (0, I)
Sti = Q(Si)
13: Compose matrix StI.V.
14: Calculate matrix norm
‖gt‖ = ‖StI.V.‖
Finally, we arrive at the output gt as the desired probab-
listic representation of the inter-view importance values
between source view S = {Xi,S |i = 1, · · · , N} and tar-
get view T = {Xi,T |i = 1, · · · , N}, which describes the
degree of knowledge transfer in the pre-training process.
We will elaborate how we use these dynamic importance
values to control the the degree of knowledge transfer
LSTM ( 256)
DenseLayer (classes)
softmax
Table 1: The structure of Long Short-Term Memory
Recurrent Neural Network (LSTM-RNN)
Conv1D (length = 1 or 8) × 128
BN+relu+Dropout(0.2)
Conv1D (length = 1 or 5) × 256
BN+relu+Dropout(0.2)
Conv1D (length = 1 or 3) × 128
BN+relu+Dropout(0.2)
DenseLayer(classes)
softmax
Table 2: The structure of Fully Convolutional Network
(FCN). (In case of overfitting, we set the kernel size =1
when varying on Movement-AAL data set for reducing
of parameters.)
DenseLayer(128)
relu
DenseLayer (128)
relu
DenseLayer (classes)
softmax
Table 3: The structure of Multilayer Perceptron (MLP).
in the experiment section.
4.4 Model Architecture We selected one dimen-
sional Fully Convolutional Neural Network[10] (FCN)
and Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)[3] network
model to construct our adaptive transfer learning frame-
work. The reason behind our choice is these networks’
robustness as they have already achieved state-of-the-
art results on several data sets from the UCR archive
and UEA repository. However, please note that our
adaptive transfer learning framework is totally indepen-
dent of the chosen neural networks.
5 Experiment Result
5.1 Data Set
• UCI Daily and Sports Activity Data Set
[44] contains motion sensor data of 19 daily and
sports activities, each of which is performed by
8 subjects within 5 minutes. In particular, the
subjects were asked to perform these activities in
there own styles without any restrictions. As a
Daily and Sports Activity Movement Self-Regulation of SCPs
FCN 0.76842 0.61538 0.70307
DTW-FCN 0.79342 0.68269 0.78840
BOSS-FCN 0.78815 0.684262 0.79522
LSTM 0.41711 0.53846 0.45051
DTW-LSTM 0.48378 0.58653 0.60409
BOSS-LSTM 0.43509 0.58854 0.59727
MLP 0.94123 0.55769 0.70307
DTW-MLP 0.94737 0.58654 0.76451
BOSS-MLP 0.94693 0.58121 0.75768
Table 4: Validating classification accuracy of baseline and proposed approaches with Dynamic Time Warping
(DTW) and Bags of SFA Symbols (BOSS) measurement on ’Daily and Sports Activity’, ’Movement’ and ’Self-
Regulation of SCPs’
result, the time series samples for each activity
have considerable inter-subject variations in terms
of speed and amplitude, which makes it extremely
difficult to reach accurate classification results.
During the data collection, nine sensors were put
onto torso, right arm, left arm, right leg, and
left leg these five units. The 5-minute time series
collected from each subject is divided into 5-second
segments. For each activity, the total number of
segments is 480, and each segment is considered as
a multivariate time series sample of size 45 125.
• Indoor User Movement Prediction from RSS
Data Set represents a real-life benchmark in the
area of Ambient Assisted Living applications. The
binary classification task consists in predicting the
pattern of user movements in real-world office envi-
ronments from time-series generated by a Wireless
Sensor Network (WSN). Input data contains tem-
poral streams of radio signal strength (RSS) mea-
sured between the nodes of a WSN, comprising 5
sensors: 4 anchors deployed in the environment and
1 mote worn by the user. Data has been collected.
In the provided data set, the RSS signals have been
re-scaled to the interval [-1,1], singly on the set of
traces collected from each anchor. Target data con-
sists in a class label indicating whether the user’s
trajectory will lead to a change in the spatial con-
text (i.e. a room change) or not. []
• Self-Regulation of SCPs Data Set was taken
from a healthy subject. The subject was asked to
move a cursor up and down on a computer screen.
During the recording, the subject received visual
feedback of his slow cortical potentials. Cortical
positivity lead to a downward movement of the
cursor on the screen. Cortical negativity lead to
an upward movement of the cursor. Each trial
lasted 6s. During every trial, the task was visually
presented by a highlighted goal at either the top
or bottom of the screen to indicate negativity or
positivity from second 0.5 until the end of the trial.
The visual feedback was presented from second 2 to
second 5.5. Only this 3.5 second interval of every
trial is provided for training and testing and 896
samples per channel for every trial.
5.2 Experiment Setup
• For UCI Daily and Sports Activity data sets, we
regard information from sensors on different parts
the body as different views and thus this data set
gives 5 views. Then, we randomly pick 4 out of
the 5 as source views and the rest as target view.
Next, we set 6 out of 8 subjects as training set
and the other 2 subjects as testing set. Based on
the fact that multivariate time series in different
views are all 9-dimensional, we select the high-
dimensional solution (Normalizing Flow) for latent
space density estimation after computing inter-
view importance. After acquiring the g − t for
4 source views, we consider these 4 value as the
importance score from corresponding source view
to target view and control the proportion of pre-
training. We set 200 epochs for all these 4 source
views, and each takes up a proportion gti of their
corresponding importance score. For loss function,
we choose categorical entropy.
(5.13) gti =
‖gti‖∑4
j=1 ‖gtj‖
· T
where T denotes total epoch for pretraining and gti
denotes the assigned number of epoch for a specific
source view 〉.
• Indoor User Movement Prediction from RSS Data
Set contains 4 sensors. By considering them as 4
different views, we get 4 views, but with different
timestamp (in this case average is 42).
– Pad the shorter sequences with zeros to make
the length of all the series equal.
– Find maximum time series length and pad
the rest of the shorter sequences with last-row
values.
– Identify minimum time series length of each
data set and truncate all the other series to
that length. However, this leads to a huge
information loss.
– Calculate average series lengths, truncate
all longer-than-average series, and pad all
shorter-than-average series.
After these pre-processing procedures, we ran-
domly select 3 out of 4 views as source views and
the rest as target view. By applying model de-
scribed above, we can calculate gt to get a desired
probablistic representation of corresponding impor-
tance scores. We set 120 epochs for pre-training.
The detailed algorithm is the same with UCI Daily
and Sports Activity data sets above.
• For Self-Regulation of SCPs data set, we take
time series from 6 channels as a 6-view time series
data set. We randomly pick 5 out of 6 views
as source views and the rest as the target view,
and then apply proposed model to get gt. With
this probablistic representation, we finally get each
one’s corresponding importance score. We set 100
epochs for pre-training. The detailed algorithm
for assigning weight during pretraining is the same
with UCI Daily and Sports Activity data sets
above.
For all the network training, we normally applied
batch size as 64 and optimizer as AdaM. Due to the
error and randomness, we repeat every experiment with
5 times and compute average classification accuracy.
5.3 Result Analysis We run 3 baseline models
(Long Short-Term Memory Recurrent Neural Network
(LSTM-RNN), Fully Convolutional Network (FCN) and
Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP)) and 6 adaptive transfer
learning frameworks (Dynamic Time Wraping (DTW)-
LSTM, Bag Of SFA Symbols (BOSS)-LSTM, DTW-
FCN, BOSS-FCN, DTW-MLp and BOSS-MLP) on
these 3 data sets. Our fine-tuned classification accuracy
results are shown in the table and related figures.
As shown in Figure.2,3 and 4, in most scenarios, our
proposed approaches perform better results than base-
lines. Due to the pretrain process, our proposed ap-
proaches always reach a high classification accuracy at
beginning, but the proposed approaches take the lead in
classification accuracy all the time during network train-
ing. As listed results in table.4, proposed approaches
reach a better accuracy after the training process. We
provide the density estimation results of latent space of
different datasets too.
6 Conclusion
In this paper, we presented an adaptive transfer learn-
ing framework on multi-view multivariate time series
data. We looked at the multi-view time series data
through a perspective of importance sampling, where
we attempted to measure the importance value of a spe-
cific source view time sequence for the target view time
sequence. The inter-view importance was carried out
in the following procedures. First, we calculated de-
composed corresponding pairwise univariate time series
distance. Second, we updated the importance value into
a latent space to calculate observation density estima-
tion. Finally, we arrived at approximated posterior dis-
tribution. Particularly, we discussed two scenarios when
input dimensions are either high or low. Later, we sam-
pled several importance values to compute a composed
matrix norm as output importance score, which also
indicates the degree of knowledge transfer in the pre-
training process. On average, our proposed adaptive
transfer learning framework demonstrates a generally
improved classification performance of 2% to 5% over
some state-of-the-art baseline models.
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